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Abstract: This technical report which has been performed
at the Mechatronic department in the Royal Institute of
Technology, it is a part of a larger program which goal is
to investigate and build a autonomous mobile robots for
outdoor terrain. The program is sponsored by the Founda-
tion for Strategic Research (SSF), under the supervision of
the Centre for Autonomous Systems, CAS. The report is
divided in two main parts. The first part is an introduction
to different, but general approaches for dynamic gait, and
walking control of legged robots and how they are
described mathematically. The second part is an overview
of some specific research groups which are working with
dynamic locomotion of legged robots.

1.0 Introduction

This survey makes no attempt to cover all research on the
control systems of legged walking vehicles, mainly
because of the vast material available. The aim has been to
concentrate on two and four legged vehicles, which have
at least one phase in the locomotion cycle where at the
most two legs are used for ground support, i.e. there exists
a statically unstable phase in the gait. Another limitation in
the investigated material is that only groups that actually
have implemented a control system and performed experi-
ments on a robot are described. Further only groups using

traditional, but sometimes modern control theory a
selected. Neural network controllers, Fuzzy logic, gene
programming etc. are left to those with more knowledg
about these topics, than the author of this survey.

The difficult question of how many legs a walking vehicl
should have to locomote in difficult terrain can be dis
cussed and debated a lot, but is not done here. Within
Centre for Autonomous Systems, CAS it has been decid
that four legs is optimal for a walking vehicle, optimal in a
sense that it is the least complex mechanical design t
allows for static stability. The survey therefore concen
trates on quadruped vehicles, but because the dyna
control of the vehicle is the main focus of the survey mat
rial on biped control systems is also included. Some of t
problems in quadruped dynamic walking are very muc
the same as those for bipeds. Smooth control of the vehi
walking on an unknown terrain is such a topic, the impa
forces from the interaction with the environment must b
controlled so that an active suspension of the vehicle
achived.

Methodology and general design approach

Pratt (1995) makes a list of actual problems with dynam
control of legged vehicles, they are:
1 of 19
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• Nonlinear and operate throughout the range of their
state space

• Act in a gravity field

• Interact with a semi-structured, complex environment

• Are Multi Input, Multi Output (MIMO)

• Exhibit time variant dynamics with zeroth and first
order discontinuities as support modes are transitioned
(e.g. single support, double support, ballistic phase,
etc.)

• Require both continuous and discrete control (for step-
to-step transitions)

There are two main approaches within the research on
walking vehicles, which does not say that some research
groups do not work with booth. One is to analyse humans
and animals with respect to gaits, torques, forces and com-
pliance and joint trajectories. The second is a more robotic
inspired way, a mathematical model of a walking man
made vehicle, is built. The model is analysed with respect
to kinematic and dynamic properties. The purpose of the
model is not so often to design a feedback control system
for the complete gait, but rather the model is simulated
with self designed joint trajectories. The trajectories are
iteratively refined until a smooth and efficient gait is
found, which conforms to the available joint torques. The
designed trajectories are then implemented on an actual
vehicle with local position feedback at each joint. In gen-
eral it is possible to state that the Japanese research groups
frequently uses the second approach and that the biologi-
cally inspired way is more frequently used by research
groups in North America. This survey primarily concen-
trates on the robotic approach and only some of the work
done with the first approach, by those who actually build
robots, is summarised below.

Pandy et al. (1988) investigated a Nubian goat by measur-
ing the ground reaction forces and joint torques for three
different gaits: walking, trotting and jumping. They found
that for all three gaits,(i) the forelimb forces and joint tor-
ques exceed those of the hind limbs.(ii) Both vertical and
horizontal ground reaction forces increase with speed, as
do the joint torques.(iii) The energy of the for and hind
hip is primarily used to locomote the animal, while the
fore and hind knee is used to damp the motion at touch-
down.

How the leg stiffness, or its inverse, the compliance is used
by animals for energy storage is investigated by Alexander

(1990), McMahon (1985) and Nanua (1995). They try t
find optimal gaits for minimum energy consumption a
varying speeds. A high energy efficiency is of course ve
important for legged locomotion, but is within CAS at this
moment of secondarily importance.

Mathematical models of walking vehicles

Mathematic modelling of the non-linear dynamics of th
closed kinematic chains of a walking vehicle should b
done as correctly as possible. The control design can th
be tested on the model using simulation. It is often bett
to test a new controller on a simulated robot to avoid a l
of unrelated problems that always will exist with the rea
robot. Besides the complex model most control syste
designers use a simplified model for design and analysis
the controller. The simplified model is also sometime
used in for feed-forward generation of reference signals
a high level controller. The reference signals are then f
to local feedback loops at the joint level. An importan
topic is thus what the simplified model should look like
Different levels of simplification are used. First one woul
linearize the equations around some operating poi
Depending on how many different leg support pattern
there are in a gait there would also have to be a set of lin
arized models, so that each support pattern has its o
model. Even so the equations are of relatively high ord
and are still difficult to understand for the control system
designer. Therefore the order of the model is often reduc
by trying to find dominant modes of the model, and redu
ing the model to these modes. This can be difficult witho
modification of the vehicles parameters or actual beha
iour. If the dynamic influence of the transfer legs, and th
mass of the supporting legs are neglected, then a mode
second order in the plane with the dynamics of an invert
pendulum can be derived. This is the most frequently us
model for the control of dynamic gait.

Another model frequently used is a model which consis
of a rigid body with springs and dampers as legs with on
one joint at the hip. Nanua and Waldron (1994) and Ale
ander (1990) uses such a model. More examples of simp
fied models will be given in the following sections.

In high accuracy industrial robotics, high order models a
sometimes used to calculate the inverse dynamics to lin
arize the robot. The reason that it is possible to contro
walking vehicle by using a relatively simple model for ref
erence signals and feedback is that the performance of
2 of  19 A survey on dynamic locomotion control strategies for legged vehicles
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robot is not measured in position accuracy. Pratt (1995)
lists the following performance measurements.

• Biological similarity

• Efficiency, i.e. Distance travel per unit energy input

• Locomotion smoothness

• Top speed

• Robustness to rough terrain

Definition of dynamic and static gaits

An important characteristic of a gait is whether it is static
or dynamic. There are different definitions of static and
dynamic gaits, one definition is:

• static walk: the center of gravity is projected inside the
polygon formed by the supporting legs.

• dynamic walk: the centre of gravity is not necessarily
projected within the polygon formed by the supporting
legs. However, dynamic balance is to be maintained.

Another definition that includes walking speed is by
Hirose (1993). ‘Under static walk, the static stability will
be maintained, and planned walking will be continued
even when walking speed is reduced. Under dynamic
walk, the robot will begin to fall and will be unable to
walk as planned as the walking speed is reduced to a level
such that the dynamic effect of walking can no longer be
expected. “

The first dynamic walk definition implies that there is at
least one support phase in the locomotion cycle which uses
none, one or two supporting legs, with the rest of the legs
translating without ground contact. These supporting legs
have to transfer the Centre of Gravity, CG from a point sit-
uated on one side of the supporting legs to the other side in
the direction of walking. If the kinetic energy of the CG
becomes to small, with decreasing speed, it will no longer
move to the other side of the supporting legs in a control-
led way. The robot will lose its balance and start falling in
an uncontrolled manner. In this dynamic free falling phase
the CG is often modelled as an inverted pendulum. When
there is only one supporting leg the rotational point for the
CG of the inverted pendulum is the contact point of the leg
with the ground. With two supporting legs the CG will
rotate around the line connecting the contact points of the
respective legs with ground support.

Another way of defining dynamic walk is by Adachi et.al
(1993) who provided a more complete definition and als
a description of many different possible gaits. If thre
assumptions are imposed on the gait .

1. Each leg must have identical stroke.

2. Each leg have the same duty factor.

3. The velocity of the CG is constant.

The duty factor, is the time ratio between support perio
and locomotion cycle time or gait periodT, of a leg, i.e.

means that a leg has ground contact 75% of t
gaits time period and is in the air 25% of the period. If
quadruped vehicle is considered and only gaits with sym
metry between the two front legs and the two rear le
respectively are used, meaning that the left and right l
are half a period out of phase. Furthermore if the pha
difference between two diagonal legs e.g. front right an
left rear is called , then all gaits can be characterized
the two parameters and for a quadruped vehicle. W
a stride length m, and a gait periodT s, the gait is com-
pletely described. Note that the same gait can be p
formed within a range of  andT.

With the gait is called static, by varying from
0 to 1 with larger than 0.75, 12 different gaits can b
realized. All of them have a four legged and a three legg
supporting period but some of them also have a two legg
supporting period and would therefore not be consider
as static gaits. There are also 12 different gaits wi

. Also in this range there exist gaits with
two, three and four legged support periods, but they a
have at least one two legged support phase and are th
fore dynamic gaits. Note that even a dynamic gait ca
thereby have static stable support phases. mea
that a zero legged supporting period has to exist in a loc
motion cycle and is not considered in the paper by Adac

Realizing that similar support patterns are repeated at v
ying duty factors it would be natural for the control system
of a quadruped vehicle to be divided into several state
Each state would then control a different support period
the locomotion cycle i.e. two, three or four legged suppor
ing periods.

A problem within the often not so biologically well edu-
cated legged vehicle research community are the name
the different gaits e.g. trot, walk, gallop, pace, rack, pron
running etc. The same names are often used for differe

β

β 0.75=

φ
β φ

λ

λ

β 0.75≥ φ
β

0.5 β≤ 0.75<

β 0.5<
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gaits by different groups, or one gait is called one name
with one group and something else by another group. One
attempt to categorize the gaits is done by Hildebrand
(1965). He only considers symmetric gaits so gaits like
gallop is not described. There are 44 theoretically possible
support sequences for a quadruped using symmetric gait.
If the duty cycle of the forefeet can be shorter than the
duty cycle of the hind feet, which is often the case with
horses, then there are 60 additional support sequences.
From the total of 104 possible sequences about 55 are
known to be used by horses, other support sequences than
those used by horses are used by other quadruped animals.

An measure often used to analyse the dynamic stability is
the Zero Moment Point (ZMP). Vukobratovice (1970) was
the first to use the ZMP in dynamic analysis. One defini-
tion of ZMP is by Yoneda and Hirose (1995): Assuming
that the CG of a vehicle is moving over a horizontal sur-
face, that the friction between the feet/foot and the ground
is high, and that the CG of the vehicle is affected by a
force and a moment at a certain instance, then the ZMP is
the point on the ground at which the force and the moment
acting on the CG can be resisted by applying a simple
force without a moment.

(1)

(2)

wherexZMP andyZMP are the coordinates for the ZMP and
mi the mass andxi, yi, andzi the position of linki. For the
simplified one mass inverted pendulum model equation 1
and  2  are,

(3)

. (4)

Impact control

Besides static and dynamic control of the walking vehicle
there is a third major challenge for a successful implemen-
tation of a control system on the robot. It has to control the

interaction between the robot and the environment
which the robot is performing. The robot has to mak
smooth and in a force sense, controlled touchdowns w
its feet on the ground. Otherwise the impact forces w
destabilize any well performing controller. There are a lo
of research on impact control in the industrial robotic
field, where manipulators at often high speeds have to p
up objects with controlled grasping and impact forces.

A smooth locomotion do not only depend on a goo
impact controller. Even with perfect impact control th
motion of the vehicle can be jerky. As a foot is placed an
the other is lifted the vertical velocity component change
discontinuously, there can be an infinite or at least ve
high vertical jerk component.

Important problems to solve for good interaction with th
environment are.

• Timing of the touchdown

• Ground velocity matching

• Vertical acceleration control at change of support.

• Posture control of the manipulator (feet) with the
slope.

• Force regulation in the vertical direction, to handle
payload and inertial forces.

• Force regulation in the horizontal direction, utilizing
maximum friction between foot and ground.

There is certainly a trade-off to achieve good environme
control between a complex mechanical foot including th
necessarily sensors and actuators, and a passively dam
light weight foot. The dynamic interactions between DO
in the robot are lower with light legs. As will be described
below many research groups assumes massless leg
their control design. Another advantage is that high
walking speeds are possible with lighter legs, assumi
the same hip and knee actuators. The actuators have
give enough torque to carry the weight of the walkin
vehicle and the inertial forces. With high gear ratios th
actuators maximum speed will be limited, and will thereb
set a limit on the gait period. In e.g. a static walk with

the transfer leg has to move at three time
higher speed than the supporting legs. High static walki
velocities would therefore need an actuator with sufficie
high torques and high no load velocities. With a heavy le
this is of course even more difficult to achieve.

xZMP

Σmi zi
˙̇ g+( )xi Σmi ẋ̇izi–

Σmi ż̇i g+( )
--------------------------------------------------------=

yZMP

Σmi zi
˙̇ g+( )yi Σmi ẏ̇izi–

Σmi ż̇i g+( )
--------------------------------------------------------=

xZMP

xcg ẋ̇cgzcg–

ż̇zg g+
---------------------------=

yZMP

ycg ẏ̇cgzcg–

ż̇zg g+
---------------------------=

β 0.75≥
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Even though a light weight leg is important there are some
robots with actuated feet. Mainly two different concepts
have been investigated, either to try and match the vertical
and horizontal velocity of the foot at touchdown with the
walking speed, or to utilize a well damped impact control-
ler.

In the next chapters the research of some academic groups
is described in more detail.

2.0 Research overview

2.1 Gifu University

At the faculty of engineering at Gifu University legged
locomotion has been a research topic for over 20 years. In
1991 a biped robot called BLR-G2 walked dynamically
with a walking speed of 0.18 m/s with a stride-length of
0.25 m. Recently both hexapod and quadruped robots have
been built. The quadruped robot COLT-3 trots with a
speed of 0.21 m/s and SCAMPER realizes a simplified
gallop at 0.85 m/s. First the biped research is described
and then the quadruped robot which has a compliance con-
trol system.

Biped walking

The walking experiments were performed with the biped
BLR-G2 which is 0.97 m in height and weighs 25 kg. It
has articulated joints at the knees hips and ankles. Each
foot also has a DOF in the roll direction to control the lat-
eral motion of the robot.

The control system is a hierachical controller, with low
level local feedback at each joint and a higher level trajec-
tory generator. The higher level controller is based on a
reduced second order inverted pendulum type model for
the single leg support phase. The reduced order model is
derived by applying high gain feedback at each joint and
looking at the root locus for the biped. Furusho and Mas-
ubuchi (1987) showed that all the eigenvalues move to the
far left hand side in the complex plane except for two
eigenvalues which stay at . The influence of the
transfer leg dynamics and the supporting leg dynamics on
the reduced order model is,

(5)

were is the angle between the vertical line at the co
tact point and the centre of gravity, a vector with th
joint angles andk1 andk2 vectors with derived numerical
values. It is seen by the magnitude of the coefficients ink1
andk2 that the biped locomotion system is affected consi
erably by the other joints. The most common used invert
pendulum model is the left hand side of equation 5 with
torque input on the right hand side. By using equation 5
is possible to callculate the error from the simple versio
of the inverted pendulum model.

The actuated ankle is mainly used for four things. In th
single support phase the CG angular momentum is co
trolled through ankle torque control, to follow a referenc
trajectory of the CG angular momentum, Sano an
Furusho (1991). Just before the hind foot lifts up from th
ground the ankle is position controlled to lift the heel s
that the foot is up on its toes. The robot thereby rotat
around the toes which makes the hind leg longer a
decreases the vertical acceleration at touchdown of t
front leg, Furusho and Sano (1985). The landing foot
force controlled by the ankle which is necessarily to avo
slippage which otherwise would occur with the unce
tainty of a realistic walking surface.

In three dimensional walking the lateral motion is contro
led by the roll DOF in the foot. A simple feedback base
on a one-link model is designed using optimal control. Th
motion in the lateral plane is simply a repetition of tilting
to place the CG above respective supporting leg.

The sensors of the biped are described in Furusho a
Sano (1990). The reaction forces from the ground a
measured by strain gauge pressure sensors. The an
torque sensor is built in at the pully between the ank
motor, which is located in the hip, and the ankle, i.e. at th
knee. The posture and speed of the robot body is detec
by a combination of sensors. An angular rate gyro an
inclinometers measures the angles and angular velocit
in the roll and pitch axis. An external ultrasonic speed se
sor measured the body velocity by the doppler effect A
accelerometer is used to extrapolate the velocity sign
from the ultrasonic sensor which only is updated every 2
ms. Finally the motor angles are measured by encod
and the joint angles by potentiometers which then giv
the compliance between actuator and manipulator, i
between hip and ankle.

Quadruped

3.48±

θ̇̇CG 3.482θCG– k1θT– k2θ̇
T

+=

θCG
θ

A survey on dynamic locomotion control strategies for legged vehicles 5 of 19
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A 8 DOF quadruped robot with articulated joints at the
knees and hips is used for trotting in the sagital plane. A
trotting speed of 0.21 m/s with a stride period of 0.7 s is
performed by the robot called COLT-3. It weighs 45 kg
and has a leg length of 0.52 m. It is further described in
Sano, Furusho and Hasaguchi (1993).

The duty factor and phase in the trot gait is such that there
are four three legged support states and two, two legged
support states in each locomotion cycle. The authors point
out the importance of not using position feedback with
high gains at those joints that are on the ground or are just
about to touchdown or leave the ground. They propose and
utilizes a compliance control at those joints. Desired joint
torques are calculated by the high level controller so that
the leg behaves as a spring and damper system with
respect to the body. Very much like the virtual control con-
cept at MIT (section 1.6). First the reference forces

in vertical and horizontal directions are calcu-
lated as

(6)

were x is the relative position in two DOF, P(x1, x2)
between the point on the body were the leg is connected by
the hip joint and the point on the ground were the foot is,
see figure 1 .Kv andKs are predetermined spring and
damping ratios of the leg body system. The forces are then
transformed into joint torques,  by

(7)

wereJ is the Jacobian. The local torque controller has
torque feedback with a feed-forward compensation of the
back EMF of the DC-motor. Without including the gear
ratio the control law is

(8)

whereKT is the torque feedback,KD a differential feed-
back gain,KF a torque feed forward gain andKEMK the
back EMF. The torques are measured as described above
in the biped part.

FIGURE 1. 2-link model, from Sano et al. (1993).

The high level controller is further divided into separat
states depending on, which phase the vehicle is, i.e., th
or two legged support state, if a foot is just going to land o
leave the ground. For a complete locomotion cycle the re
erence trajectories and are calculated in advanc
depending on the state of the locomotion cycle the lo
level controller will either be in the position mode contro
or in compliance control mode but still using the same re
erence signals and . The compliance mode is actua
used just before lift of a supporting leg and just before an
during touchdown of a transfer leg. Further the trajectori
are generated so that just before touchdown for each
the vertical velocity is set very low or at zero and the hor
zontal velocity is matched to ground velocity. This actio
should enable a smooth landing of each leg. The stiffne
in vertical direction in compliance mode is set relativel
high so that the knee not will bend down too much. In th
horizontal direction the stiffness is relatively low to avoid
slippage on the partly unknown surface.

In a later paper by Furusho et al. (1995) a smaller a
lighter quadruped vehicle is described. The weight is 2
kg and the leg length 0.35 m. The higher power to weig
ratio allows the authors to investigate and implement
bounce gait of the robot. The reason to choose a boun
gait instead of gallop is according to the authors that
bounce gait has much simpler dynamics because ther
more symmetry in the gait compared with gallop.In th
proposed bounce gait the left and right fore legs and t
left and right rear legs move with the same phase. A ru
ning cycle consists of two, two legged support phases, o
four legged support phase and one flying phase.

The reference trajectories are generated in advan
through simulation of the robot. The high level controlle

F Fx Fy,( )

Fref Ks x xref–( ) Kv ẋ ẋref–( )+=

τ

τref JTFref=

u KD KT τref τ–( ) θ̇ref θ̇–( )+( ) KFτref KEMKθ̇ref+ +=

x1

x2

P(x1,x2)

m

θ2

θ1

x ẋ

x ẋ
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switches between position, velocity and a free rotation
mode, (force control with zero force input) depending of
the state of the robot. The robot has a bounce period of
about 0.6 s with a speed around 0.85 m/s.

2.2 Tokyo Institute of Technology

The department of Mechano-Aerospace Engineering at
Tokyo Institute of Technology is probably one of the most
successful research centres for walking robots. Several
four and six legged robots have been built at the depart-
ment. There is an emphasis towards practical usage of
walking robots and many possible applications where it
could be an advantage with legged vehicles are shown,
Hirose and Yoneda (1993). The authors stress maybe more
than other research groups the importance of smooth high
speed walk without jerkiness to be able to carry a payload.

One of the latest quadruped robots TITAN VI and its con-
trol system will be described below. The reason for choos-
ing TITAN VI is that most of the dynamic walking
experiments has been performed with TITAN VI. It has
reached a maximum speed of 1 m/s with a trot gait on a
flat surface. On a terrain which the authors describe as 105
mm up and down rough terrain it walks with 0.125 m/s.

In figure 2 the leg design of TITAN VI is shown. It con-
sists of an Evan mechanism, Hirose et al. (1995) and a
pantograph mechanism giving each leg three DOF with a
cylindrical coordinate motion of the foot. The first two
DOF, radius and rotational motion are in the horizontal
plane and the third is a linear vertical motion of the foot.
Besides the three DOF in each leg TITAN VI has a linear
DOF at the vertical axis in the centre of the body. The
height is about one meter and the total weight is 195 kg.
120 W DC motors are used to drive the joints. To increase
the speed of the transfer leg motion one of the DOF uses
double motors. One motor with high reduction ratio
(28.85) is used during the support period and a second
motor with low reduction ratio (2) is used during the trans-
fer leg period of the locomotion cycle. The motors connect
to a ball screw through an electro-magnetic clutch.

FIGURE 2. Left, the three DOF leg of TITAN VI with a
cylindrical coordinate system, and to the right
the dual drive mechanism controling the z-
axis. Fom Hirose: http://mozu.mes.titech.ac.
jp/research/walk/TVI/TVI.html

It is important to walk as smoothly as possible both with
slower static gait and with a faster dynamic gait. Als
important is a smooth and continuous change of veloc
when going from a static to a dynamic gait. Yoneda an
Hirose (1995) call this gait transfer a ‘dynamic and stat
fusion gait’. The gaits used are a static gait wit

and and a dynamic trot gait which in a
later paper is called extended trot with an

. With there is a three legged
support period and a two legged support period in th
locomotion cycle. As decreases from 0.75 toward
0.625 the two legged supporting period will increase co
tinuously and the three legged supporting period decrea
correspondingly. The vehicle controller is thereby able
change the walking speed in a continuos manner.

In Yoneda et al. (1996) they change the strategy and u
and call it an intermittent trot with .

The intermittent trot does not have a three legged supp
period, instead it has two and four legged support period
With and there is still no three legged
support only two and four legged support, which woul
not qualify for a static gait. How the authors solve thi
problem is not explained in the paper.

β 0.75= φ 0.125=
β 0.625=

φ 0.125= 0.625 β 0̇75< <

β

φ 0= 0.5 β 0.75< <

β 0.75= φ 0=
A survey on dynamic locomotion control strategies for legged vehicles 7 of 19
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The reason of changing the strategy is because with
they have problems with dynamic influence from the
transferring legs in their walking control, which on a
smooth surface only is based on feed forward control i.e.
without feedback, except for the local joint feedback. The
transfer legs produces unwanted roll and pitch moments
on the body. In a diagram they show that with the
pitch and roll moments from the transfer legs are about a
factor five smaller than with . Their explanation is
‘when the legs transfer together for any duty factor,
their dynamic effects almost cancel each other’.

Before the controller design is described a dynamic effect
must be explained, which influences their design. The two
legs supporting the vehicle in a trot is always a diagonal
pair, and the line that connects the supporting points is
called the diagonal support line. To avoid slippage and the
use of high torques a control strategy would be to keep the
ZMP on the diagonal support line. Further the most natural
approach would be to keep the ZMP at the point were the
diagonal support line and the linear trajectory drawn as a
straight line in the direction of motion of the CG inter-
sects, see figure 3 . To achieve this the controller must
accelerate the CG of the vehicle, when the CG is in-front
of the diagonal support line and when the CG is behind the
diagonal support line, the controller must decelerate the
CG, so that there will be a step in acceleration of the CG as
the support legs change place. The acceleration step is
something unwanted because it will not give a smooth ride
of the vehicle. If the quadruped robot’s CG is controlled to
move not only straight forward but also sideways, and this
sideway motion of the CG is on the diagonal support line
then the ‘distance‘ to the next diagonal support line is
short and the acceleration step will decrease, or even better
it will only be discontinuous. In figure 3 a CG trajectory
with a velocity part perpendicular to the heading direction
of the vehicle, called sway, is shown together with the
resulting acceleration of the CG. The control strategy is
thereby to find an optimal trajectory for the CG for all
used duty factors and all vehicle velocities.

FIGURE 3. Proposed path for the CG incorporating sway
to keep the ZMP near diagonal support line
and thereby decrease the acceleration step
of the CG as shown in the lower graph, from
Yoneda and Hirose (1995).

The feed forward control sequence, which is calculate
before each step is:

1. Landing points for the new transfer legs are calculat
from the desired vehicle velocities ,
and from any, in advance, known obstacles.

2. Smooth trajectories , for the individual transfer le
actuators, are generated in order to bring the legs fro
the actual to the in step 1 calculated landing position.

3. A trajectory for the CG, , were is
called sway, using the ZMP trajectoryxz(t) andyz(t) and
the equation of the diagonal support line of the vehicle
generated

4. Body rotation velocity is set constant and to fulfi
1.

5. Body motion is translated into leg joint coordinates.

2.3 Mechanical Engineering Laboratory Tskuba

At the robot department at MEL, biped research has be
ongoing since the end of the 80’s. Kajita et al. (1992
developed first a 4 DOF biped robot and later a six DO
robot with actuated ankles, knees and hips, Kajita and Ta
(Feb. 1996). The biped robot is thereby restricted for a
DOF walk in the sagital plane. The robot is approximate
40 cm high and weighs 4.7 kg. It can walk with a varyin
step length of 10-16 cm with an approximate step time
1 s, e.g. it can walk with an adaptive gait. It can walk u
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φ 0=

φ 0>
β
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y
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and down on steps with a step height of 3.8 cm without
prior knowledge of the ground surface. A sonar is used to
get information of the walking surface. It measures the
height of the floor 30 cm ahead of the hip joint, Kajita and
Tani (April 1996).

FIGURE 4. Meltran II, a six DOF biped with an ultrasonic
sensor to measure the height of the floor 30
cm ahead of the hip joint. From Kajita: http://
robby.caltech.edu/~kajita/biped.html

The control uses local feedback at the individual joints and
is based on an inverted pendulum mode were the dynamic
model assumes massless legs of the robot as shown in fig-
ure 5 .

Clearly, they use an extremely simplified model of the
robots dynamics. According to the authors 47% of the
total weight is in the legs of the actual robot. One of the
reasons it still works is that the CG of the robot is close to
the hip joint and that a constraint control of the hip joint is
used.

FIGURE 5. Inverted pendulum model consists of a point
mass and a two link massless leg. The point
mass is controlled on the constraint line

.

The linearized equations of motions in cartesian coord
nates with locked knee are

(9)

with r being the distance of the CG from the origin. If the
CG is controlled at the constraint line

(10)

then equation 9 can be modified at the x-axis to

. (11)

If the knee and hip joints are used to keep a specifie
height above floor level, y-direction and the CG move
forward along the x-axis by actuating the ankle and usin
the inertial and gravitational forces, the difference in th
proposed dynamic model and the motion of the real rob
is quite small.

The idea is to use inverse kinematics with local feedba
on the knee and hip joints and let the ankle joint follow th
re fe rence pos i t i on genera ted by the equa t io

using a PID feedback.The constrain
trajectory of the hip and knee joint is calculated from th
equation of the CG. The coefficients in the
above equationk andy0 are calculated from the ultrasonic
sensor information of the ground height 30 cm in front o
the robot and the height of the present foothold.

A foot placement algorithm was developed by Kajita an
Tani (1996) which as input uses a reachable and possi
foot landing position two steps ahead of the present foo
hold. This means that an obstacle must be recognized
least two steps ahead of the robot to be able to plan a s
able step length and height, which takes the robot safe
past the obstacle.

2.4 Waseda university

At the department of mechanical engineering at Wase
university studies on biped walking began in 1969. I
1972 the first biped prototype was built, it had a static ga
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with a step time of 40 s and was the first computer control-
led walking biped in the world. Since then, they have built
many prototypes and advanced from static via quasi
dynamic walking, until today where full dynamic biped
walking in three DOF on an unknown surface is per-
formed. The maximum speed is 1.28 s/step with a 0.3 m
step length. Deviations in surface height of± 16 mm and
in tilt angel of ± 3˚ are managed by the control system,
using sensor information from the foot. In figure 6 the lat-
est version WL-12RVI is shown, the size of the robot is
approximately that of a human and the weight is around
100 kg (even though they use carbon fibre reinforced plas-
tic as construction material). The joints are all rotational
and powered by hydraulic motors. The hydraulic motors
are controlled by valves.

FIGURE 6. Biped robot WL-12RVI, from: http://
www.shirai.info.waseda.ac.jp/humanoid/
group_c/index.html

Since 1992 is the walking control group part of the larger
“Waseda Humanoid Project”, they continue the develop-
ment on anthropomorphic robots. The goal of the project
is to: “develop a Humanoid which will comprise sensing,
recognition, expression and motion sub-systems to enable
robots and humans to build common mental and physical
spaces cooperatively”.

The control can be separated in several parts where the
lowest level is the trajectories of the lower limbs which are
programmed in advance for a specific walking task e.g.
only using local servos at the individual joints to track the
specified trajectory.

1. Leg trajectory in the transfer phase for flat ground.

2. Ankle torque and position control in the change over
phase.

3. Balancing trunk motion calculated from 1. and 2.

4. Obtain information on the landing surface and if need
recalculate 1. and 2.

Steps 1-3 are calculated before walking and step 4 dur
walking.

In step 1 time trajectories for the knee and hip DOF’s a
calculated using the Zero Moment Points (ZMP) whic
are the points under the sole of the robot were the sum
gravitation and inertial forces are zero.

In step 2, the change over phase, the goal is to use
ankle to first, damp the impact forces caused by the fo
foot and second to control the Centre Of Mass (CG) s
that the predefined ZMP trajectory is performed, using
inverted pendulum model of the robot. Only the ankles a
active during this phase. In the damping phase a torq
feedback is used and in the trajectory phase position co
trol of the ankle.

Takanishi et al. (1985) had the robot walking using on
step 1 and 2. The next version included step 3, to balan
the robot using an active trunk, Takanishi et al. (1988) a
Takanishi et al. (1990) compensated for the dynamic d
turbances in the pitch and roll axes. Because of a sidewa
drift of the robot, which finally made the robot fall they
built a refined version, Yamaguchi et al. (1993) has als
dynamic compensation in the yaw axis. ´The reason is
separate the walking and the balancing functions of t
robot. An iterative algorithm is used to calculate th
motion of the trunk from the periodic solutions of the
ZMP.

The authors report two main causes of falling when th
robot is walking on a planar surface without the speci
foot mechanism described in Yamaguchi et al. (1994
Yamaguchi et al. (1995) and Yamaguchi et al. (1996). Th
first is deviation in landing time of the transfer leg com
pared to the simulated robot, caused by unevenness in
planar walking surface. The second is deviation of th
landing position, which with high local feedback gains i
the ankle produces high impact forces on the legs maki
the second (already on the floor) foot slip.

In step 4. sensors in the foot mechanism sense the offse
landing position (height and gradient) compared to the
advance calculated trajectory, and recalculates in real-ti
the trajectories from that information. It also damps th
impact at landing when the timing or position of the land
10 of  19 A survey on dynamic locomotion control strategies for legged vehicles
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ing does not correspond exactly to the landing in the tra-
jectory.

The special foot shown in figure 7 consists of two parallel
duraluminium plates in the vertical direction with a shock
absorbing mechanism between the plates. The shock
absorbing material consists ofa) a memory foam material
which has excellent shock absorbing characteristics andb)
polyurethane rubber on teflon resin and a silicon foam
arranged in parallel to imitate the human non-linear char-
acteristics of the ankle and foot.

FIGURE 7. Foot mechanism with shock absorbing
material and sensors for landing surface
detection, Yamaguchi et al. (1996).

The authors say that without the shock absorbing mecha-
nism it is impossible to obtain information on landing
position and gradient because of the structural resonance
of the foot, which they now have overcome with the spe-
cial foot design.

To conclude, the control of the biped is mainly done off-
line and only partly on-line in real-time. First an arbitrary
leg trajectory is designed using the ZMP to assure stabil-
ity, then an iterative algorithm is used to calculate the three
DOF motion of the trunk, which balances the robot for the
desired walking pattern. Observe that the leg trajectories
are not limited to a special walking pattern, e.g. changing
step length, making steps up and down, choosing non ver-
tical footholds and turning of the robot can be performed.
Interesting to notice is that the amplitude of the balancing
motion of the trunk decreases with higher walking veloc-
ity, which seems to be correct if one compares with human

walking. In the double support phase only the ankles of t
robot are active with a combination of position and torqu
control, were the paths are derived from simulations a
experiments. The double support phase is actually divid
into four subphases were different control is used in ea
subphase. To make the walking more robust a special fo
mechanism was developed, which can adapt and damp
robot in the landing, double support phase and the l
transfer phase.

The authors do not say anything about future work but t
natural task would of course be to try to do the trajecto
planning on-line from the information of on-board rang
sensors like laser scanners or cameras.

In a late paper, Yamaguchi and Takanishi (1997), descr
their newest biped, WL-13. It has completely new kne
ankle and hip joints. Firstly, they use AC motor drives
secondly these joints are driven with two motors each. O
motor for the tension of the joint and the other for flexin
the joint. The motors are connected in series with a spec
nonlinear spring mechanism between them. Thereby it
possible to control two outputs at each joint, theposition
and thestiffness. The stiffness is theoretically possible to
change from zero to infinity. They do not describe the co
trol strategy with their new biped in this paper, only that
will appear in a later paper.

Recently the authors have started a joint research proj
together with KIST (Korean Institute of Technology
which aims at developing a quadruped vehicle with a trun
called “CENTAUR”. The function of the trunk is the same
as with the biped robot, to stabilize its walking on uneve
surfaces and to compensate for an arbitrarily plann
motion of the legs. Takanshi et al. (1995) showed fro
simulations that the yaw moments are very small fo
dynamic walking by the quadruped, consequently the
only plan for a 2 DOF compensation in the pitch and ro
axes.

2.5 Dep of Electrical and comp Eng Yokohama

A more traditional robot control concept is presented b
the Department of Electrical and computer Engineering
Yokohama National University. They have only simulate
biped robot walking, so actually they should not qualif
for this report. There are mainly two reasons to write abo
their work, where the first is a interesting model of th
contact between the foot and the ground. Secondly th
A survey on dynamic locomotion control strategies for legged vehicles 11 of 19
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use theories that are often used with robotic tool manipula-
tions, e.g. utilizing a force controller between the tool and
the environment. Another modern trend in robotics is to
use a robust joint controller when workspace coordinates
are transformed into joint coordinates, i.e., disturbance
observers and variable structure controllers (VSC). The
advantages compared with a computed torque method are
a lot less of code execution and compared with simple PD
controllers a much higher performance.

To use simulations in the development of mechanics and
controllers of a robot is obviously in todays research. A
difficult task is to choose the right level of complexity in
the simulated model, because the model may not only be
used for pure simulation, it can also be used to design the
control system or on-line feed forward compensation. One
important part of modelling walking machines is the
ground contact and the impact conditions.

The most commonly used method to model the contact
between the foot and the ground is to use a ground model
consisting of linear or non-linear springs and dampers.
This is probably sufficient when a robot with point feet is
used, but with a robot with a revolute ankle and a foot
were there are multiple and arbitrary point contacts as
shown in  figure 8 it is probably not enough.

FIGURE 8. A possible scenario at touchdown of the
transferring leg that has to be modelled for a
correct simulation.

Another method presented by Fujimoto and Kawamura
(1995) is to add three DOF of position and three DOF of
rotation to the base link of the robot, i.e., the foot with
ground contact. These virtual links have no mass or length
and augments the dynamic model of the robot with six
states, the general dynamic equation of motion of the robot
is then.

(12)

WhereH is the mass and inertia matrices,q is the tradi-
tional robot generalized coordinates, the applied torqu
or forces,x0 specifies the motion of the body expressed
a global coordinate system, three positions and thr
angles.Fl andFr are 6x1 vectors with the external force
and torques at the centre of each foot (becomes zero w
a foot is in the air).K*i are the transform matrices from
external forces to forces and torques at the body andbi
denotes the non-linear terms Coriolis, gravitation etc.

Typically a control system either tries to suppress th
effects ofFr andFl on the system, (robust control) or an
adaptive feed-forward strategy is used to cancel out t
effects ofFr andFl.

The interesting aaspect of this work is that they try to u
Fr andFl as control inputs for controllingx0, the pose of
the body. This is done with a force reference generator a
a hybrid position/force controller, see figure 9 . The refe
ence force is calculated from the error in body pose usi
a linear controller restricted with a set of force constrain
on the allowable friction forces and forces derived from
the ZMP. The force controller uses control, which
gives the body states with respect to the position of th
foot on the ground,xr or xl, depending on which foot that
has ground contact. The transfer leg trajectory is al
transformed toxr or xl coordinates and is position control-
led. In the lowest control levelxr andxl are transformed to
joint coordinatesq using inverse kinematics, which then
are controlled with a robust servo controller based on
two DOF control and sliding mode control, Fujimoto an
Kawamura (1995).

At the highest level a position trajectory for the transfe
leg is generated with a three DOF inverted pendulu
model of the robot and a foot placement based on a st
feedback controller with CG position and velocity as inte
nal states, Fujimoto and Kawamura (1996).

The first problem one sees with this concept is that a
accurate force and torque measure is needed for the c
tact forces between the foot and the ground. The auth
simplify their force generator a little so they only need th
two friction forces in the plane of the foot, the vertica
force and the twisting moment around the vertical axis.

/home/benke/CAS/slask.dgn  Apr. 21, 1997  12:58:31 
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FIGURE 9. Control system.

Recently it seems that they have built, or are building a
biped for experiments. So far there is nothing published
about the biped and no results are available.

FIGURE 10. Biped under construction for investigation of
the proposed control algorithms. From: http://
www.kawalab.dnj.ynu.ac.jp/~fujimoto/
biped.html

2.6 MIT Leg Laboratory

In the leg lab at the Massachusettes Institute of Technol-
ogy research of legged robots have been going on since
late 70’s. Raibert (1986) has built a whole series of suc-
cessful running robots with one, two and four legs. They
all used prismatic legs and performed hopping and running
gaits. The control strategy is fairly simple and does not
differ much with the number of legs. The quadruped robot
runs with a “one legged hopping gait”.

In the last 10 years they have taken a new approach at MIT
leaving the hopping robots with prismatic legs. Now they
build robots that can both walk and run and have revolute
joints in knee and hip.

They have a lot of ongoing work with different prototype
and simulated robots. There will not be a complet
description of their work only on what they call virtua
model control and a few words about a project where t
contact between foot and ground is studied.

Virtual model control

As mentioned above Raibert (1986) was very success
using very simple controllers. The idea behind virtual con
trol and virtual actuators by Pratt et al. (1996) is to have
set of low level tools which simplifies the design of highe
level control. When the virtual model controller(s) ar
designed, it should be intuitive for anyone how to use the
and build their own high level controllers in global coordi
nates and not having to think about joint space controls

The concept is a sort of hybrid position/force control wer
both position and forces can be controlled between sp
cific and in advance decided points on the robot o
between a point on the robot and another point in the en
ronment. For example if we have a complex robotic stru
ture with many DOF but only want to control it in a couple
of DOF in workspace, we have to design as manyvirtual
componentsas DOF we want to control. How to chose th
proper points on the robot that connects the virtual comp
nents are up to the designers experience. The virtual co
ponents can be designed as linear or non-linear sprin
and dampers with the force from the springs and damp
acting asgeneralized forceson the robot. The time trajec-
tory of the generalized forces are reference values from
higher level control.

In figure 11 a simple 3 DOF leg is shown with a one lin
foot, two links for the upper and lower part of the leg an
one link for the trunk. If the only goal is to apply a forcefz
and a torque on the trunk using only the hip and kne
actuators, we can easily derive an explicit expression f
the knee and hip torques .
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FIGURE 11. A 3 DOF leg with a foot. A virtual component,
VC is designed for virtual control of the forces
between coordinate system A and B.

First the kinematic map from A to B is

(13)

a partial differentiation of the functionf gives the Jaco-
bian,

(14)

which relates the velocity between frames A and B,

(15)

and the force to joint torque,

(16)

were . By solving equation 16 for the
desired forces and the desired expression for the hip
and knee torque is derived. Now the characteristics of the
virtual component can be designed, for example by choos-
ing fz to be

(17)

were lo is the rest length of the virtual component,lc the
actual length,kf the spring constant,vc the velocity of the
virtual component andkv the damping ratio. A static force
equal to the gravitational force could be added to equation
17 if the static height of the trunk is important.

This simple example is not so interesting because the re
tions could have been derived without any knowledg
about virtual components or virtual control, the interestin
part starts when the concept is applied to a compl
robotic mechanism, especially when there are paral
chains in the structure such as any multi leg robot po
sesses.

Torres (1996) derives a virtual controller for a hexapo
with six equal legs having the configuration from above
The legs are connected to a common body and a sin
force from a single virtual component connecting a poi
on the ground and the CG of the body is desired. Equati
16 is then still valid but the sizes of andF are now six
times higher. The desired single force on the body is t
sum of the individual generalized forces, the system
overdetermined and force constraints must be decide
Some of the constraints will arise due to the relative dire
tion of the actuators, of which certain individual force
directions not are available. These constraints can
determined by examining the row space of the individu
Jacobians. Others will arise from constraints on the rob
such as unactuated joints. The rest of the constraints c
be used as design degrees of freedom, such as that
individual serial chains should produce the same force in
specific direction. The constraints can be written in
square matrix,K which relates the single forceFs and the
individual sub-forcesFi

(18)

if K is inverted it is possible to solve for the individual sub
forces and use equation 16 to solve for the joint torques

A method is used to help to construct the constraint mat
and to invert it. The method is based on defining a set
constants,

n dimension of the generalized force to b
applied

p number of serial paths of the parallel virtua
component

l number of constraints in each serial path
d=n-l number of non-constrained degrees of freedo

in each serial path
r=pd-n number of redundant serial path virtual forc

components, equals the number of design co
straints

22, 1997  17:21:47 
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Pratt (1995) points out that to succeed with the proposed
method it is probably important how the virtual compo-
nents are chosen and what characteristics they are given. It
must be better to chose them in such a way that the natural
dynamics of the robot is not influenced to much. This
implies that the designer needs a good knowledge of the
robot dynamics and about proper walking strategies.

Transfer of support in a dynamic walking robot

A smooth transfer of support from one leg to the other is
important to achieve a stable and animal like motion of the
walking robot. Other advantages are that the impulsive
loads are reduced, which reduces the chance of structural
damage. During rough terrain locomotion, a gradually
loaded foot has a better chance of recovery.

Bailey (1993) has built a robot called GeekBot especially
to investigate the leg support transfer. A method called
“ground speed matching” is proposed. Actuated ankles are
used to servo the striking velocity to zero at touchdown.
Experiments show that the impulse forces are reduced
with a factor of two with the method compared to a free
falling foot.

The method is used with a foot, which is built as an arc on
the lower side. At touchdown the ankle is positioned so
that the foot will strike on the edge and during the
exchange phase rolls over the arc by servoing the ankle
after a precalculated geometric path. The ankle of the
stance foot is also positioned during exchange to maintain
the absolute distance between the feet.

2.7 Harvard

At Harvard University a biped walking strategy is pre-
sented, based on a set of conditions which ensure that no
instantaneous change in velocity is experienced at
exchange of support. In contrast to the work in Yokohama
which is based on force control Harvards method is based
on the use of appropriate leg length and leg length veloci-
ties. It could be called a kinematic solution to achieve
finite vertical acceleration from the impact between
ground and foot at touchdown.

A velocity and step length control similar to Raiberts
(1986), hopping robots is used in the gait controller. The
difference is that the gait is walking and not running or
hopping as with Raibert. Dunn and Howe (1994) report

that they can have 30% of change in desired walkin
velocity and 25% change in desired step length with the
control method.

The robot is quite small and simple about 35 cm in heig
and a mass of 5.6 kg. It consists of a pair of prismatic le
with point feet joined to a body with rotary hip joints and
is thereby constrained to walk in the sagital plane. Th
prismatic leg actuators are pneumatic cylinders and t
rotary hip joints are actuated by DC motors.

The gait with such a configuration is called compass ga
because it rolls over the point foot as an inverted pend
lum. The only driving forces with a constant leg length ar
the inertial and gravitational forces.

FIGURE 12. The model of the compass gait. At exchange
of support there is a discontinuous change of
velocity from v- to v+

In figure 12 the compass gait is shown, the hip follows a
arc of the circle with the radius of the leg length durin
single support phase. At touchdown there is an instanta
ous change in linear velocity of the hip,v+ and v- in figure
12 are the velocities just before and after touchdow
Without leg compliance the hip would experience an inf
nite acceleration at touchdown (discontinuous jerk
Humans control this with an active change of leg length
touchdown. The front leg is shortened at touchdown b
ankle flexion and the rear leg is lengthened from ank
flexion, knee extension and foot supination. This le
length change reduces the discontinuous velocity chan
at touchdown (together with compliance).

Three necessary conditions are derived by Dunn and Ho
(1996) to achieve a smooth exchange of support withv+ =
v- at touchdown, they are

(19)

v+

v-

lswlst

m

2α

l'sw

lsw

2αcos 2αsin–
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(20)

were lsw is the length of the transfer leg,lst the length of
the stance leg, the angle between respective leg and a
vertical line, is the angle between the legs and the
prime denotes the derivative with respect to .

If the step length is controlled with the angle between the
legs ( ) and using equations 19 and 20 there
are seven variables and four equations. Values for any
three of these variables must be known in advance.

The relation between and is used for velocity con-
trol in a simple way as

(21)

wereG is a feedback gain andvd andv the desired and
actual velocity.

Important to notice is that even though the above strategy
gives (without a compliant structure) zero vertical acceler-
ation at touchdown it can give high horizontal accelera-
tion. Simulations show that the horizontal acceleration is
in fact discontinuous, but bounded to some level.

In a real implementation there are other things like compli-
ance, and that it is not possible to achieve an instantaneous
exchange of support (double support phase) which will
greatly influence the motion of walking and thereby the
described strategy. In the only plot from real walking it is
seen that the hip trajectory does not behave as good as in
the simulations.

2.8 Universitè Pierre et Marie Curie

In Laboratoire de Robotique de Paris a quadruped walking
robot called RALPHY has been designed and built. RAL-
PHY has pneumatic actuators and revolout joints, two
joints at each leg, one at the knee and one at the hip. Each
one of the two links in the legs are composed of a pneu-
matic cylinder which piston drives a cable attached to pul-
leys, thereby is the linear piston motion converted into a
rotational joint motion.

The controller is hirarchical and composed of three main
levels. At the highest level, the supervisor level, is the gen-
eral gait and main motion decided. The middle level, the

coordinator level, ensures the global stabillity and the rea
ization of the desired gait of the robot. Desired leg traje
tories and distrubution of leg to platform forces are als
calculated at the coordinator level. At the lowest level, th
leg level a dynamic control of each leg is utilized.

Coordinator level

The reference signals from the suprevisor level are du
factor , the relative phase of a foot , the stride length
and the stride frequencyf. They are used to calculate the
CG trajectory of the body. A foot trajectory is also calcu
lated at this stage. Villared et al. (1993) proposes a fo
trajectory based on a cycloid motion (relative ground)
the transfer phase and an arc of a circle in the supp
phase. The motivation using such trajectories are that th
reduce the impact forces at touchdown. Later Villard et a
(1995) uses linear trajectories for the foot.

From the body CG acceleration, the acceleration
each hip joint is callculated, which then is the referenc
acceleration to the leg controller, and together with th
foot trajectories defines the joint trajectories.

A feedback for the bodys CG trajectory is used to mak
the body robust to external disturbances. If the desier
CG trajectory isxd(t), werexd is the usual 6x1 vector with
three positions and three angles, and the measured tra
tory isx(t), a corection of the CG acceleration, is ca
culated as

. (22)

wereKv andKx are appropriate constant feedback gain
From is then the acceleration at each hip , wit
k=1..4, is calculated from the kinematics as.

(23)

with

(24)

The desired forces on the bodys CG are

(25)

l'st lst θswtan+ 0=

θ
2α

θ

2α θst θsw+=

θst θsw

θst θsw– G vd v–( )=

β φ λ

aco

ẋ̇ c t( )

ẋ̇c ẋ̇d Kv ẋd ẋ–( ) Kx xd x–( )+ +=

ẋ̇c t( ) a0
k

a0
k aCG ω̇CG r k

CG× ωCG
d ωCG

d r k
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=
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where g is the gravitational acceleration andm0 the body
mass.F0 must then be distributed out to each leg. That is,
the sum of the forces,Fi on the body from all four legs
must equalF0 to fullfill equation 22 . This can be achived
with many different combinations of leg forces, Villard
(1995) uses a simple constraint to solve forFi, they choose
to generate the same vertical force on the left side of the
robot as on the right side. Friction constraints are also used
to calculate theFi.

Leg level

The input signals to each leg from the coordinator level are
the corrected accelerations from equations 22 and 23 and
the desierd forceFi from equation 25 and the distrubution
algorithm. The accelerations are transformed to joint
torques by using an Inverse Dynamic Model (IDM) of
each leg withFi as external force on each grounded foot.

The IDM is the standard Newton Euler algorithm. First the
velocities and accelerations of each link including the
acceleration of the CG of each link

3.0 Conclusions

The overall conclusion of the last section must be that
there is still a lot to do before four legged walking robots
will actually be used and perform work within the industry
or elsewhere, and not only be research platforms for inter-
esting scientific problems. One could ask whether this is
because of missing technology and experience in design-
ing and building them, or if the problem is just a lack of
interest from the sponsors of such projects. Why should
we spend a lot of resources in building walking vehicles
when there already exists vehicles for almost every pur-
pose and every terrain using traditional locomotion, e.g.
wheels or tracks?

There should be a need for robotic researchers to get out of
their research labs and build dynamically controlled walk-
ing robots for their real niche, which must be outdoor ter-
rain. This also calls for building in a larger scale than the
normal size robot, which must have a convenient size for
indoor research. With a larger scale robot it is possible to
use conventional power sources such as combustion
engines to provide energy for the robot, with indoor robots
the power source will always will be a major obstacle for
practical usage because of current battery technology.

I believe that the technology for building successfu
dynamically walking robots for outdoor terrain is alread
available and that the main problem is to be found with th
complexity and size of such a project. Mechanical desig
computer hardware and electronics, software and cont
and user interaction have all the same importance fo
succesfull design. A research team will have to master
these issues to be able to build something useful. O
underestimated problem is probably the robustness of
robot. When control strategies are tested on the robot in
natural environment it will often fail, and having a couple
of hundred kilogram robot tumbling down a slope could b
a disaster for most research platforms. Looking at four le
ged animals learning to walk and run it is obvious tha
stumbling and falling must not lead to anything worse tha
a couple of bruises and that they all have to learn fro
their own mistakes.
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